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Design of interaction

ABSTRACT



As social agents, robots designed for human interaction must
adhere to human social norms. How can we enable designers,
engineers, and roboticists to design robot behaviors that adhere
to human social norms and do not result in interaction breakdowns? In this paper, we use automated formal-verification
methods to facilitate the encoding of appropriate social norms
into the interaction design of social robots and the detection
of breakdowns and norm violations in order to prevent them.
We have developed an authoring environment that utilizes
these methods to provide developers of social-robot applications with feedback at design time and evaluated the benefits
of their use in reducing such breakdowns and violations in
human-robot interactions. Our evaluation with application
developers (N = 9) shows that the use of formal-verification
methods increases designers’ ability to identify and contextualize social-norm violations. We discuss the implications of
our approach for the future development of tools for effective
design of social-robot applications.
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Robots have long been envisioned as social agents assisting
and interacting with people in day-to-day environments, making deliveries at an office [30], working as a receptionist [42],
or working alongside a human worker on an assembly line
[46]. The success of these robots relies greatly on their ability
to offer a positive user experience by not only successfully
completing their task, but by also adhering to the norms and
expectations of human social behavior. Failing to adhere to
social norms can decrease interaction quality to the point of
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Figure 1. RoVer provides users with a visual environment to design interactions, represents these designs as transition systems, and verifies these
systems to determine whether the interactions violate social norms.

causing interaction breakdowns. A delivery robot that continuously announces its presence until acknowledged by a human
in a hospital emergency room might be so disruptive as to
discourage further use of the robot [37]. Alternatively, the
robot’s attempts at interacting with people might go unnoticed,
resulting in breakdowns in initiating social interaction [44].
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Ensuring the success of robots in interacting with people will
require interaction designers and developers to carefully design robot behaviors that will adhere to the social norms and
expectations of the people with whom the robot will interact.
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This design task, however, involves several challenges: social
norms make up a large space of rules and conventions that are
highly contextualized and potentially unknown to designers;
following social norms requires appropriately coordinating
behavior across several modalities such as gaze and gesture;
and adherence to one social norm might cause the violation
of another if the norms are not holistically taken into consideration. Although visual-programming [e.g., 45, 1] and
learning-based [e.g., 22, 34] approaches can facilitate the
design of robot behaviors, these approaches do not check that
robot behaviors adhere to human social norms.

Social Robotics

The development of our verification-based design approach
draws on the body of literature that establishes the design space
for robot behaviors that interact with people [e.g., 36]. When
these behaviors are designed appropriately, the robot’s interactions with its users are more effective and positive. When
they are not designed appropriately, interactions may result
in social and task breakdowns. This literature, for example,
describes norms for when the robot should look toward an object of interest with referential gaze as opposed to its partner
with affiliative gaze and highlights that the proper use of these
gaze cues can increase task outcomes and improve perceptions
of the robot [4, 20, 35]. The literature also describes norms
for cognitive gaze aversion, where a robot looks up before
speaking to signal thought, intimacy-modulating gaze aversion, where a robot periodically looks slightly to the side while
speaking or listening, and floor-management gaze aversion,
where the robot averts its gaze to “hold” or looks toward its
interlocutor to “pass” the speaking floor [38, 3, 5].

In this paper, we explore how concepts and methods from
formal verification, a computational approach to proving that
programs do or do not adhere to certain properties [50], can assist designers in ensuring that human-robot interactions adhere
to social norms and in preventing interaction breakdowns. We
developed a method for constructing human-robot interactions
that supports automated detection of social breakdowns and
implemented it into an authoring environment for robot behaviors, RoVer, which employs the formal-verification technique
of model checking [6] to ensure that designed interactions
satisfy social-norm specifications and task expectations. In
RoVer, the model checker runs in the background, detects possible social-norm violations, and reports them to the designer
who can then modify the design to ensure its adherence to the
violated social norms. To bridge the gap between model checking and human-robot interaction, we formalize social norms
and expectations in temporal logic [40], a common approach
to specifying correctness properties of both software and hardware. We then demonstrate how human-robot-interaction models can be composed of micro-scale interaction units, called
microinteractions, with state-based transition systems as each
microinteraction’s core component [6]. Modeling interactions
as transition systems and specifying social norms in temporal
logic enable the application of model checking to ensure that
the interaction adheres to the norms.

Social norms are highly context dependent such that a behavior
effective in one context might be inappropriate in another. For
example, a study of people’s perceptions of a hospital delivery
robot found that the robot’s attention-seeking behavior was
perceived as being “disruptive” at a hospital unit where staff
had low interruptability but as being “friendly” at a unit where
staff had high interruptability [37]. The appropriateness of
social norms can also depend on the goals of the interaction.
For example, in situated interactions, the use of deictic gaze
might improve user task performance, while the use of eye
contact might improve user perceptions of the robot [21].
Adherence to certain social norms might also result in conflict
with other social norms. For instance, a robot interacting with
a group of people might be designed to greet newcomers or
bid farewell to people who leave [16]. Although issuing
greetings and farewells are important social norms for most
interactions [26, 42], adhering to these norms might result in
interruptions in the flow of the conversation in the context of
group interactions [38]. Thus, a robot’s behaviors must be
carefully coordinated to manage conflicting social norms.

The evaluation of our approach asked designers to use RoVer
to construct interactions for a given scenario with specific
context-based social-norm and task properties. We analyzed
the quality of their designs and measured their experience with
the verification-aided design.

Interaction Design

Interaction-design tools for robots range from low-level programming languages [e.g., 7] to visual programming environments [e.g., 11]. For example, the popular visual-authoring
environment Choreograph, developed to program the NAO
robot by Softbank Robotics, offers users the ability to visually program high-level behaviors while allowing access to
low-level control of movements [41]. RoboFlow offers program expressiveness through a visual environment, although
it focuses on task-based programming rather than specifying
social behaviors for a robot [1]. RoboStudio [12], iCustomPrograms [11], Interaction Blocks [45], and TiVipe [33, 8]
offer visual interfaces for the design of robot social behaviors
with a focus on usability for non-programmers. Interaction
Composer [16] also focuses on usability while providing a
design framework to increase interaction quality.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
Novel Approach to HRI Design—We present a novel approach to designing human-robot interactions in which social norms play a first-class role in the design process.
Verification-Backed Design—Our approach utilizes formal
verification techniques where human-robot interactions are
defined as state-transition systems and social norms are
defined as logical properties over interaction states.
Development and Evaluation of RoVer—We implement our
approach in RoVer, a new visual interaction authoring tool,
and assess its benefits and limitations.
RELATED WORK

Our work builds on prior research in social robotics, interaction design, and formal verification. Below, we provide brief
summaries of relevant work from these areas.

Many of the tools above have modularized the robot’s behaviors and actions into discrete components, and some have for-
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malized different patterns of dyadic interactions into discrete
state-transition structures [e.g., 45, 39, 18]—an approach
we adopt in the current work to formalize our underlying
representation of microinteractions. For instance, a simple
“question-answer pair” pattern can be discretized into states
for “asking” and “answering” with transitions connecting each
state. This representation supports modularity and scalability
and enables systematic computational analysis.

2. Groups encapsulate multiple microinteractions that run in
parallel and make up more complex interactions. For instance, asking a question and gesturing toward an object
can be grouped together into an “inquiry” group.
3. Interactions include sequences of groups that form a complete interaction, such as exchanging greetings, asking a
question, and bidding farewell performed in a sequence.
Our approach also enables interaction designers to specify
social norms as logical statements and to automatically verify
if their interaction adheres to the set of specified norms.

Formal Verification

Formal verification involves systematic analysis of programs
against a set of program properties or expectations [50]. The
field has a long history—dating back to Turing [47]—and
many different approaches to the problem. To be able to reason
about social norms, we chose to utilize the rich foundations
of model checking [6] and temporal logic [40], as interactions can be viewed as state machines and social norms as
properties over traces in the state space that make up the interaction. Interactions can also be viewed as human-in-the-loop
systems, in which control is shared between the human and
the robot. Prior work synthesizes such systems from temporallogic formulas [32]. Other work in program synthesis enables
designers to specify the constraints of a system and its environment in temporal logic and provides them with feedback
in the form of suggested additional environmental constraints
[31, 2], contrary to our approach of manually designing interactions and receiving feedback from pre-existing temporal
logic specifications. While program synthesis requires a full
specification of the system, automatic program repair requires
only a partial specification to correct a faulty program [19]. Interactive repair involves automatic modifications to a program
based on designer corrections to the program output [24].

Robot Delivery Scenario

Throughout this section, we will use the example interaction
of “a robot delivering a package to a human” to illustrate how
a designer might use our tool to avoid violating social norms.
We assume that our example robot is humanoid with gaze
and gesturing capabilities and that the designer is given the
following specifications: (1) the interaction begins when the
robot issues a greeting to the human; (2) both the robot and
the human are already in close proximity; (3) after the greeting, the human is attentive, and the robot must authenticate
the human’s identity; (4) after the human has signed for the
delivery, the robot must give the delivery to the human; and (5)
after the delivery has been successfully completed, the robot
must bid farewell to the human.
In the scenario above, the robot must adhere to numerous task
requirements and social norms including the following:
Greeting norm: The robot should issue a greeting at the
beginning of the interaction [26].
Farewell norm: The robot should issue a farewell at the end
of the interaction [42].

Applications of verification to robotics includes the checking of mission-critical properties [14] and using temporal
logic and model checking to generate motion plans [15, 27].
Within social robotics, recent work includes applying formal
verification to ensure safety and trustworthiness [48, 13, 49]
and theoretical investigations of human-machine trust through
the lens of probabilistic temporal logic [23, 28]. Prior work
also applies verification to check mission-critical properties of
human-robot teamwork [9]. To our knowledge, no prior work
applies formal verification techniques to human-robot interaction design with a focus on checking the appropriateness of a
robot’s social conduct. This paper seeks to bridge this gap.

Speech norm: The robot should not interrupt the human’s
speech while the human has the speaking floor [43, 38].
Gaze norm: The robot should coordinate its gaze during the
delivery such that it engages in referential gaze by looking at
the package during handoff [35] and otherwise in intimacymodulating gaze aversion by shifting its gaze slightly from
side-to-side while speaking [5].
Noninterruptability norm: The robot will properly exit the
waiting cycle after the previously inattentive human acknowledges its presence and not perpetually re-issue unneeded greetings or alerts before being acknowledged [37].

TECHNICAL APPROACH

In our illustration of RoVer, we will describe how our example
delivery interaction scenario can be implemented, how the
social norms can be specified and verified, and how robot
behaviors that do not adhere to the norms might be revised.

This section presents our technical approach to authoring
and verifying human-robot interactions by (1) formalizing
the building blocks of our approach and (2) illustrating its
application to an example design problem in RoVer.

Semantic Foundations
Building Blocks

Our approach consists of three primary building blocks:

Before we proceed with describing the building blocks of our
approach, we outline its semantic foundations.

1. Microinteractions represent the most granular form of an
interaction between a human and a robot. For instance,
a question-answer microinteraction may involve the robot
asking a question and the human responding.

A state s of the interaction between a robot and its user represents the condition of the human and the robot at a particular
point in time. For instance, in state s, the human might be
speaking while the robot is silent or listening. Note that the
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Figure 2. Left: The design of a delivery interaction as implemented in RoVer. Right: A state-space representation of the delivery interaction shown on
the left. The gray boxes represent microinteractions one of which is highlighted in blue and expanded to show labels on transitions and states.

amount of information tracked by a state can be arbitrarily
complex, depending on robot capabilities and the granularity
with which we wish to represent the interaction.

Thus, designers do not need to create microinteractions from
scratch, but they simply customize existing ones. Each parameter in a microinteraction can change its structure or behavior.
The parameters to Ask include the question that the robot asks
and the answers that the robot can understand. In Figure 2,
microinteractions are denoted by colored boxes.

Intuitively, every action performed by the human or the robot—
e.g., the human beginning to speak—transitions the interaction
from some state s to some state s 0. We thus view an interaction
in our system as a labeled transition system, which defines a
relation from input state s to some output state s 0, depending
on the actions (labels) taken by the human and the robot.

In Ask, the parameters do not change the structure of the
transition system but instead change the behavior of the microinteraction at runtime by linking the answers that the robot
can recognize to specific outputs. Within our delivery example,
the robot can be set to confirm the human’s name with the
question, “Are you <name>,” to understand the answers “Yes”
and “No,” and link them to particular outputs. If the robot does
not hear speech from the human at all or does not understand
the answer even after a few requests for repetition, Ask will
consider the human to be unable to proceed.

Figure 2 (right) shows an abstract view of the labeled transition
system representing the final design for our illustrative delivery
example. In RoVer, designers do not work explicitly with
labeled transition systems; instead, they design interactions
using higher-level syntactic building-blocks (as shown on the
left of Figure 2), which are in the background semantically
interpreted as transition systems for purposes of verification.
Microinteractions

Groups

Our work modularizes patterns of interaction into microinteractions that include both robot and human behaviors. Our tool,
RoVer, incorporates the concepts proposed by Kahn et al. [25]
for using design patterns in human-robot interaction: patterns
must (1) capture physical and social interaction as opposed
to solely human or robot behavior, (2) be abstract in specification and parameterizable, enabling multiple instantiations,
(3) be modular, and (4) organized hierarchically where more
complex patterns encapsulate smaller patterns.

Semantics of Groups

In order to construct complex, nuanced interactions, our approach allows composing groups of microinteractions. For
instance, a group may combine the pointing behavior from
one microinteraction and the gaze behavior from another.
Formally, a group g consists of a set of microinteractions
{m1, m2, . . ., mn }. Semantically, we view g as the parallel composition of the n microinteractions, denoted as follows:
m1 k m2 k . . . k m n

Semantics of Microinteractions

The core building block in our approach is a microinteraction—
the smallest and simplest possible interactions between a human and a robot. Examples include the Ask microinteraction,
which involves the robot asking a question and the human
either answering or not answering the question. Formally,
we define a microinteraction m as a labeled transition system.
A microinteraction thus begins in some initial state s and,
depending on the actions taken by the human and the robot,
progresses through multiple states until it arrives at an output
state s 0, when the microinteraction is considered complete.

In other words, we consider microinteractions as n processes
that execute in parallel. Consider a scenario where a robot
is expected to hand an object to a human while it greets the
human. This design can be achieved by constructing a group
g = {mg, mh }, composed of, in parallel, the Greeter and Handoff microinteractions, denoted by mg and mh , respectively.
Illustrating Groups

In the example delivery scenario, the interaction designer may
wish for the robot to speak to its user as it hands the package.
In RoVer, as illustrated in Figure 2, groups are depicted by
boxes containing microinteractions; for instance, the givepackage group composes Handoff and Remark.

Illustrating Microinteractions

RoVer supplies a library of parameterizable microinteractions
that interaction designers can customize to suit their needs.
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Each group will have a set of possible input and output states
that the user can use to compose groups (as we will see later).
The possible inputs and outputs are included in Figure 2.
Ready indicates that the robot believes that the human is ready
to proceed within the interaction. Unavailable indicates that
the human has signaled in some way or the robot has reason to
believe that the human is not ready to proceed. Busy indicates
that the robot does not know whether the human is ready or not,
e.g., when the human hesitates to proceed in the task. RoVer
provides the designer with information on a group’s inputs
and outputs in the form of icons placed over the representation
for each group (not included in Figures 2–3 for readability).

At a high-level, LTL enables specifying what events should
and should not happen and in what temporal order they should
happen. In the context of the previously outlined social norms
of our delivery robot, LTL provides us with modal operators
to formalize such statements. For instance, using the global
operator (denoted G), we specify conditions that should hold
in every state. Using the G operator, the speech norm of
“respecting conversational floor” can be formalized in LTL as:
G humanSpeaking −→ ¬ robotSpeaking
In other words, in any state s of the interaction, if the human
has the speaking floor, then (→) the robot should not speak.
Here, humanSpeaking and robotSpeaking describe the set
of states in which the human and the robot speak, respectively.
Similarly, G allows us to check for potential conflicts in the
robot’s gaze across concurrently executing microinteractions:

Interactions
Semantics of Interactions

At a high level, a network of groups transitioning among
each other creates a comprehensive transition system that
computationally represents the interaction as a whole.

G ¬( referentialGaze ∧ intimacyModulatingGaze )
Here, referentialGaze and intimacyModulatingGaze
describe the set of states involving different gaze types. Within
individual microinteractions, gaze behavior is designed to satisfy this social norm. If one microinteraction executing the
handoff runs concurrently with another executing the speech,
the above LTL property checks that both microinteractions
will not attempt to concurrently execute both gaze behaviors.

An interaction is a labeled transition system that is constructed
by composing groups in two different ways. First, we can simply compose two groups—g1 and g2 —sequentially, executing
the first group and then the second, for instance, executing
a group with Greeter followed by another group with Ask.
Second, we can compose groups conditionally, where g1 is
followed by g2 depending on some condition on the output
state of g1 . For instance, if the human ignores the robot after a
greeting, as done by shoppers observed by Satake et al. [44]
in a shopping mall, the interaction could proceed to bidding
farewell instead of proceeding with the delivery. An example of using multiple conditions on a transition is shown in
Figure 2, through which the interaction may transition from
give-package to standby if the human is busy or unavailable.
All groups in Figure 2 are composed conditionally.

LTL also allows us to talk about future events using the modal
operator F. This operator enables us to check the farewell
social norm with the LTL syntax below, in which Farewell
refers to the set of states within the Farewell microinteraction:
F Farewell
As a more complex example, LTL provides the next operator X
to indicate something that should be true in the immediate next
state and the until operator U to indicate that φ should remain
true until ψ happens and that ψ must happen. We check the
noninterruptability social norm with the LTL syntax as below:

Regardless of how groups are composed, RoVer employs typechecking to ensure that the outputs of g1 are a subset of the
allowable inputs of g2 . If transitions extending from g1 are
composed conditionally, RoVer checks to ensure that each
output state of g1 is included in a condition exactly once.

[ robotSpeaking → ( X ¬ robotSpeaking ∨
X humanReady ) ] U humanReady

Illustrating Interactions

Figure 2 presents a final design for the delivery interaction that
satisfies the criteria previously outlined. The transitions (arrows) between groups denote the temporal ordering of events.
The icons around a particular transition denote the end state
that must be met within the source group in order to transition
to the target group. For instance, from the give-package group,
if the human is busy and does not accept the package, the robot
will transition to a waiting state, where it waits indefinitely
until the human acknowledges the robot with speech.

For simplicity, we use X in the above property to denote the
next microinteraction. Thus, the property translates to “until
the human is ready, if the robot is speaking, then either it will
not be speaking in the next microinteraction, or the human
will be ready to proceed.” In other words, before its user is
ready, the robot should not engage in multiple consecutive
microinteractions involving robot speech. Applying this property to real-world human-robot interactions would address
situations where the robot repeatedly makes announcements
to, and eventually irritates, unavailable users [37].

Specifying and Verifying Social Norms
Specification

Lastly, to check the greeting norm, we simply must ensure that
the initial state corresponds to Greeter.

Now that we have defined and illustrated the building blocks
of our technical approach, we discuss how social norms can be
specified. A key observation of this work is that many social
norms can be succinctly expressed as formulas in linear temporal logic (LTL), a widely used logical grammar for specifying
correctness properties of software and hardware designs [6].

Verifying Social Norms

The interaction in Figure 2 satisfies all of the norms outlined
at the beginning of this section. To illustrate how these social
norms might be violated, we will walk through constructing
the interaction in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 4. The user interface for RoVer, including a design-model pane
that serves as the canvas for the designer to construct interactions, a parameter pane that provides contextual parameter options for behaviors
and microinteractions, a library pane that provides a draggable library
of available microinteractions, and a feedback pane that provides the designer with feedback based on verification analysis.

Farewell property
Speech property

left to the designer to select the referential gaze behavior. Now,
the noninterruptability property remains violated, because the
self-loop on the say-hello group makes it possible for the robot
to speak in two consecutive microinteractions before being
acknowledged by the human.

Gaze property
Non-interruptability property

Figure 3. A walk-through of the construction of the delivery interaction.
Satisfied and violated properties are shown at each step. The complete
interaction is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 3c shows an almost-complete interaction. The gaze
property violation has been addressed by prioritizing a specific
gaze behavior. If referential gaze is successfully prioritized,
the robot will keep its eyes on the package even while simultaneously speaking to the human. Similarly, the farewell
property violation has been addressed, as all paths through
the interaction lead to Farewell, assuming that the human
does not keep the robot waiting forever without responding
(which is known as a fairness constraint in model checking
[6]). The noninterruptability property remains violated for the
same reasons as before. The speech property is now violated
as the robot speaks within Farewell and by default prompts
the human to speak in Wait. The parallel execution of Wait
and Farewell might cause the robot to interrupt the human.
Farewell must contain robot speech, but Wait can be parameterized such that the robot does not prompt the user to speak.

Figure 3a depicts the start of the design. This simple interaction starts with a greeting, satisfying the greeting social norm.
The absence of a Farewell microinteraction leads to the violation of the farewell property. The noninterruptability property
is violated because there exists a path through the interaction,
consisting only of Greeter, in which the human is never ready
to proceed. The human may ignore the robot’s greeting, and
the interaction will terminate. The speech and gaze properties
remain satisfied since no two microinteractions are composed
concurrently. For the violated properties, RoVer presents feedback in real-time during design as a list of descriptions in plain
English language, such as stating, “The interaction does not
end with a farewell,” to provide feedback on the violation of
the farewell norm. For some properties, RoVer can pinpoint
the source of the violations to specific groups and provide this
information to the designer, while RoVer may not precisely
localize other property violations.

In the final version of the delivery interaction, shown in Figure
2, the violation of the speech property has been fixed by parameterizing Wait, and the violation of the noninterruptability
property has been addressed by adding the no-interrupt group,
so that the robot waits silently for the human’s attention.

Figure 3b depicts a minimally functional delivery interaction
in which the robot greets the human, confirms the human’s
identity, and hands off the package while making a remark.
The farewell property remains violated, and there now exist
two points of premature termination: after the authenticate
group, e.g., if the robot fails to confirm the human’s identity in
Ask, and after the give-package group. Additionally, the parallel execution of both microinteractions in the give-package
group has caused a potential conflict between referential gaze
behavior in Handoff and intimacy-modulating gaze behavior
in Remark. RoVer handles gaze properties differently from
other violations in that if a gaze violation is possible, then
RoVer will ask the designer to prioritize a behavior. It is then

Implementation

RoVer is implemented in Java version 8 and uses the PRISM
Model Checker [29] to perform verification of interaction designs in the backend.1 The user interface for RoVer is depicted
in Figure 4. Interaction designs can be saved in XML format.
At any point while designing an interaction, users can simulate
their interactions on a robot platform, which causes an XML
1 The source code for RoVer is publicly available as open-source at
https://github.com/Wisc-HCI/RoVer.
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file of the interaction to be sent to the robot and used as input
to guide the execution of the interaction.

properties discussed in the previous section. We categorized
each expectation as either Social or Task/Social, depending
on whether the expectation was related to the robot’s social
conduct or its performance of its task, which in the case of an
informational robot had both task and social implications.

For our implementation and testing, we used a Softbank
Robotics NAO robot. We implemented the code to execute interactions in the robot in Python version 2.7, using version 1.4
of NaoQi [41]. Each microinteraction corresponds to a Python
function that is called as necessary during the execution of
the interaction. The parameters for each microinteraction are
given as inputs to each function. Microinteractions that are
composed concurrently are multi-threaded on the robot.

Procedure

At the start of the experiment, participants were told that they
would be designing an interaction between a robot and its
user using RoVer. Figure 5 depicts the study setup. We also
informed participants that they would not be able to use the
robot to simulate their interactions. After providing informed
consent, we trained participants on the basics of designing
interactions using a modified version of RoVer with feedback
from verification and type-checking deactivated. The training
process involved watching a video on the basics of microinteractions, watching a second video describing the modified
RoVer, and a hands-on activity that guided participants through
the creation of an example interaction. We then briefed each
participant on the interaction-design scenario and gave them a
list of task and social norm expectations that their designs had
to satisfy (Table 1). Participants were given as much time as
they needed to design their interactions.

EVALUATION

In addition to describing the design and envisioned use of
RoVer we present a preliminary user study that examines the
effects of our verification-based approach on the human-robot
interaction design process. The study tested our central hypothesis that feedback from verification will improve the process
of authoring human-robot interactions, specifically (1) reduce
the amount of time spent looking for and fixing errors, (2)
improve the ability to identify and contextualize design errors
by decreasing the discrepancy between perceived and actual
errors, (3) decrease the overall effort required by participants,
(4) enhance the quality of interaction designs, and (5) improve
ease of finding, interpreting, and fixing errors. Below, we
describe our study design, participants, and results.

After participants indicated that they had finished their designs,
we asked nonassisted participants to attempt to manually verify their interactions by reviewing a copy of the list of task
and social norm properties printed on paper and record which
properties they believed their designs violated and where the
violations occurred. For assisted participants, we turned on
verification and type-checking within RoVer so that participants could see a snapshot of which properties their designs
violated, and—for the properties that could be pinpointed to a
specific area in the interaction—where the violations occurred.
We then asked each participant in the assisted condition to
record which properties they believed their design violated
and where the violations occurred. All participants received a
printed image of their designs that they could annotate.

Study Design

We designed a between-participants study with two conditions: (1) assisted, where participants received feedback from
verification, and (2) nonassisted, where they did not receive
feedback. All participants used the implementation of RoVer
described in the previous section.
To better assess the effects of verification on the outcomes
discussed in our hypotheses, we contextualized the study in
a design-interpret-fix pipeline in which all participants first
designed their interaction without verification. At the interpret
stage, participants were given information on the errors in their
design according to their condition. Finally, participants had
the opportunity to fix errors. Participants did not have access
to simulating their designs on a robot. Preliminary trials with
RoVer showed that users in the nonassisted condition relied
heavily on simulation, and providing this option would have
confounded our testing of the use and effects of verification.

After participants looked for errors in their designs and feedback was turned off in the assisted condition, we asked participants to fix the errors that they had flagged. During the entire

Interaction Design Scenario

We provided designers with the six microinteractions shown in
Figure 2. Additionally, RoVer included the microinteractions
Answer that involved the robot answering a question from
the human and Instruction that involved the robot issuing an
instruction to the human. We asked participants to design
an interaction with an informational robot at the entrance
to a university building. The design specifications for the
interaction included the following: (1) the robot must wait for
a human to approach it, (2) greet each human that approaches
it, (3) answer questions for as long as the human continues to
ask them, and (4) say goodbye to the human at the end of the
interaction. The specific list of task and social expectations for
this interaction, which we converted to LTL, is shown in Table
1. We also included the same speech property and similar gaze

Figure 5. An experimenter demonstrating the setup of the user study,
including the authoring environment on a desktop computer on the right
and the NAO robot to the left of the computer.
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Table 1. List of social and task norms that participants were asked to satisfy when designing their interactions. “Begin” and “end” refer to the sets of
states at the beginning and end of microinteractions respectively, and “deadlock” refers to states where no further transitions are possible. (∗ ) X refers
to the next group, not necessarily the next state. (∗∗ ) Negating an LTL property is a technique for reasoning about some paths as opposed to all paths. If
the negation is satisfied, then the actual property is unsatisfied, and vice versa. Translations are provided for the more complex properties.

Category Description

Waiting Expectations
LTL Form

Task/Social The robot must not interrupt the workflow of any human while it is waiting
for a human to approach it.

Category Description

[ robotSpeaking →( X ¬ robotSpeaking X humanReady ) ] U humanReady*
(translates to until the human is ready to proceed, if the robot is speaking in one
group, in the next group either the human will be ready or the robot is silent)

Greeting Expectations
LTL Form

Task/Social The robot should issue a greeting at some point.

F ( Greeter

Task/Social The robot should not greet humans that have not approached it.

G ¬ ( Greeter
G [ Greeter

Social The robot should never greet the same human twice.

Category Description

begin )
humanUnavailable

begin )

end → ¬ ( F Greeter

begin) ]

Answering Expectations
LTL Form

Task/Social The interaction should not end before the robot has answered any questions.

F Answering

Task/Social After successfully answering a question (the human is ready), the human
should be able to ask arbitrarily many more questions if they want.

¬ [ G ( Answering

humanReady

end → F Answering

Task/Social After successfully answering a question (the human is ready), the robot does
not need to continue asking questions.

¬ [ G ( Answering

humanReady

end → ¬ ( F Answering

Task/Social After unsuccessfully answering a question (the human is unavailable), the
robot should not listen for any more questions from the human.

G [ Answering

Category Description

humanUnavailable

end→ ¬ ( F Answering

begin) ) ]**
begin) ]

Farewell Expectations
LTL Form

Task/Social The interaction should eventually end.

F deadlock

Task/Social When the interaction ends, it must end with a farewell.

G [ deadlock → Farewell ]

Category Description

begin) ]**

Turn-Taking Expectations
LTL Form

Social There should not be instances in which the robot speaks twice in a row.

G [ ( robotSpeaking ¬ humanSpeaking ) → ( X humanSpeaksFirst ) ]*
(translates to if within a group the robot speaks and the human stays silent,
then in the next group the robot will allow the human to speak first)

Social There should not be instances in which the human is prompted to speak
twice in a row.

G [ ( humanSpeaking ¬ robotSpeaking ) → ( X robotSpeaksFirst ) ]*
(translates to if a group involves the human speaking and the robot staying
silent, then in the next group the robot will speak first)

fix phase, participants had access to the printed image of their
designs and annotations. After the experiment, participants
filled out several questionnaires that assessed their experience,
including SUS [10] scores that measured RoVer’s usability.

the sum of groups, microinteractions, and transitions between
groups. Similarly, we corrected time spent fixing errors by the
number of perceived errors recorded by participants during
the interpretation phase. We also calculated error discrepancy for each participant, expressed as the difference between
the recorded number of perceived errors versus the number
of actual errors present at the end of the design phase. We
corrected this difference for design complexity. To capture
design experience, we measured designer task load using the
NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [17] and designer experience
using a questionnaire with items to measure the participants’
perceived ease of finding (four items, Cronbach’s α = 0.89),
understanding (four items, Cronbach’s α = 0.82), and fixing
(three items, Cronbach’s α = 0.79) errors. Finally, to measure design quality, we captured the number of actual errors
present at the end of the fix phase (corrected for design complexity), offset by the number of errors present after the design
phase (also corrected for design complexity). Errors included

Participants

A total of nine students recruited from the University of
Wisconsin–Madison campus took part in the study. All participants were native English speakers between the ages of 18
and 22 (M = 19.7, SD = 1.4) and had completed at least one
semester of programming courses.
Measures & Analysis

To assess the effects of verification-aided feedback on the design process, we captured several measures of design quality,
performance, and experience. Design performance was measured using the time participants spent in the interpretation
and fix phases. We corrected time spent interpreting errors by
the complexity of participants’ initial designs, calculated as
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Figure 6. Left: Errors tracked for each participant in the design and fix stages, corrected for design complexity. Right: Change in the corrected number
of errors during the fix process (center-right), and the summed change over time during the fix process (right).

property violations, type-checking errors, and errors related to
incorrect conditional logic on transitions between groups.

lower than in the nonassisted condition (M = 0.31, SD = 0.19),
t(7) = 2.08, p = 0.04 (Figure 7).

Our analysis of the data from the above measures involved
one-tailed Student’s t-tests. We used α levels of .05 and .10
for significant and marginal effects, respectively.

Contrary to our prediction, the average effort expended by participants in designing interactions, measured using the NASA
TLX, in the assisted condition (M = 3.70, SD = 0.32) was
not less than the effort expended in the nonassisted condition
(M = 2.75, SD = 0.62) (Figure 7).

Results

The analysis of our data showed that feedback from formal verification increased designers’ ability to accurately find errors
in their designs and the ease of finding and understanding these
errors. The paragraphs below provide descriptive statistics and
test details for these effects.

Assisted participants found finding errors to be significantly
easier (M = 5.05, SD = 1.11) than did nonassisted participants
(M = 3.44, SD = 0.72), t(7) = 2.50, p = 0.02. Additionally,
assisted participants (M = 5.20, SD = 0.74) found understanding errors in their designs to be significantly easier than did
nonassisted participants (M = 3.81, SD = 0.72), t(7) = 2.84,
p = 0.01. Assisted participants did not find it significantly
easier to fix errors (M = 5.0, SD = 1.13) than did nonassisted
participants (M = 4.17, SD = 1.40) (Figure 7). The change
in the amount of errors in the fix phase was not significantly
lower in the assisted condition (M = −0.12, SD = 0.20) than
in the nonassisted condition (M = −0.03, SD = 0.04) (Figure 6, center-right). For one participant, RoVer exhibited an
inconsistency in setting the starting states of the interaction,
requiring this participant’s error data to be manually corrected.
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Lastly, assisted participants reported an average SUS score
of 77 (SD = 14.5), while nonassisted participants reported
an average SUS score of 77.5 (SD = 11.7). We believe the
similarity between scores result from the conditions only differing in the interpretation phase in which most functionality
of the system was deactivated and modifications to designs
was disallowed.

3

2

1

0
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These results provide partial support for our central hypothesis, showing improvements in (1) the ability to identify and
contextualize design errors and (2) the ease of finding and
interpreting errors. On the other hand, we found no improvements in (2) the ease of fixing errors, (3) the amount of time
spent finding and fixing errors, (4) the overall effort required
by participants, and (5) the quality of interaction designs.
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Ease of Fixing Errors

Fix Time (adjusted)

100

Perceived vs. Actual Error (adjusted)

25

Ease of Finding Errors

Interpretataion Time (adjusted)

The average corrected time interpreting errors for assisted
and nonassisted participants were 23.8 (SD = 4.51) and 19.7
(SD = 8.26), respectively. Average corrected time fixing errors was 66.0 (SD = 32.8) and 80.0 (SD = 42.0) for assisted
and nonassisted participants, respectively (Figure 7). Due
to technical issues, we discarded data from one nonassisted
participant for time fixing errors. Error discrepancy in the
assisted condition (M = 0.13, SD = 0.05) was significantly

Assisted NonAssisted

4
3
2
1
0

Assisted NonAssisted

DISCUSSION

Figure 7. Results from the user study show that verification assistance
decreases error discrepancy (top-center-right) and increases ease of finding and interpreting errors (bottom-left, bottom-center). No improvement is shown in time interpreting or fixing errors (top-left, top-centerleft), effort expended (top-right), or ease of finding errors (bottom-right).

Implications for Interaction Design

The demonstration of RoVer has shown that our design and
verification framework is capable of verifying a wide range
of social norms in temporal logic and of expressing complex
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interactions with only a small set of microinteractions. The
use of verification in designing human-robot interactions has
the potential to prevent errors introduced at the design stage,
aiding in the development of more effective applications of
social robots for a variety of day-to-day scenarios of use.

use probability to more accurately reason about the actions
of the human in each microinteraction. With probabilistic
information on human actions, verification can estimate and
inform the designer about the chances that an expectation will
be violated, rather than labeling a property as violated even if
the likelihood of violation is small.

Verification is a powerful technique to aid designers in reducing errors in human-robot interactions. The results from
our user study confirm that the use of verification in RoVer
helps designers better understand where errors are in their
designs and that designers are aware that the process is easier when using verification. The ability to identify errors
is critical to developing interactions that are unlikely to encounter breakdowns, better facilitating deployment of these
robots. Designer’s subjective understanding that addressing
potential design breakdowns is made easier with verification
is particularly important given the increased cognitive load
that verification bears on designers, helping them feel that the
tradeoff of the cognitive burden for ease of use is justified.

We would also like to explore methods for automated repair of
property violations within interaction designs. That is, instead
of simply informing designers of the violated social norms, we
can automatically modify their designs to make them satisfy
the given set of social norms. For example, by automating the
repair of common errors, we can enable designers to focus on
the higher-level, unique aspects of their designs.
Lastly, we believe it is necessary to perform a more comprehensive evaluation of RoVer, including a more careful calculation
of interaction design quality. Counting the number of errors at
any given point in time, as we did in the current evaluation, disregards imbalances in error severity, highly correlated errors,
and the fact that removing errors often requires temporarily
introducing others, as seen in the assisted condition for errors
tracked during the fix phase in Figure 6 (right). Additionally,
we observed the number of errors in the assisted condition to
be higher than the non-assisted condition during the design
phase (Figure 6, left), despite conditions being equal during
this phase. This phenomenon may be a product of our small
sample size and of the limitations of our error metric. We
would also like to extend our user study to include experimental conditions in which users have access to simulation
and verification, simulation without verification, and verification without simulation to achieve a more comprehensive and
ecologically valid assessment.

Limitations and Future Work

Despite the wide range of interactions that various combinations of a small set of microinteractions affords, the size of
the microinteraction library and limited ability to parameterize
microinteractions are some of the improvements that users
wanted to see in RoVer. Thus, a logical next step in the development of our design and verification framework is to enable
users to create their own microinteractions to add to the library. User-created microinteractions could then be checked
with verification to determine whether each microinteraction
satisfies design constraints required by RoVer.
In addition to user-created microinteractions, designers might
also benefit from the ability to author their own social norms
and task expectations against which they can check their designs, affording them more control over the interactions they
wish to create. Determining the amount of control the user
should have, however, is not straightforward. More control
is favorable when the interaction is novel or the designer has
the background and expertise necessary to define “correctness”
for the designed behavior. Too much control, however, is problematic when the correct interaction is not clear to the user.
Further research is needed to determine the most effective
means for users to author LTL properties.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we describe a novel approach to human-robot
interaction design, including visual authoring of interactions,
formalizing interaction-related properties in temporal logic,
and verifying that the interactions adhere to a set of social
norms and task expectations. We implemented these methods
in an authoring environment, RoVer, and demonstrated its
capabilities and limitations in an illustrative “delivery robot”
scenario. In a preliminary user study with nine participants, we
assessed user experience within a single iteration of a designinterpret-fix pipeline, in which users designed interactions,
interpreted social and task errors, and then addressed these
errors. The study results showed that having feedback from
formal verification increases designers’ ability to accurately
find errors within their designs and the ease of finding and
understanding these errors.

Limitations of the modeling framework also limit the socialnorm properties that can be expressed in LTL, specifically the
expression of probabilistic properties and properties that reason about the ordering of events among concurrently executing
microinteractions. RoVer analyzes interactions nondeterministically, meaning that it must consider every possible interaction
event without any regard as to whether certain events are likely
or unlikely. Consequently, false positives often arise when
RoVer searches for expectation violations. For instance, in the
group-level property that states that the robot should never
interrupt the human during the execution of two concurrent
microinteractions, the model checker outputs any possible
combination of states between the microinteractions that results in a violation. In future work, we plan to incorporate
probability into the execution of microinteractions to better
reason about the likelihood of property violations. We can also
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